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Abstract
A highly conserved 35 nucleotide RNA stem-loop, the dimerization initiation site (DIS), in the 5′
untranslated region (UTR) of the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1) genome has been
identified as the sequence primarily responsible for initiation of viral genome dimerization. The DIS
initiates viral genome dimerization through a loop-loop ‘kissing’ interaction and is converted from
an intermediate ‘kissing’ to a more thermodynamically stable extended duplex dimer in a
conformational rearrangement that is chaperoned by the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NCp7). Here
we describe fluorescence methods designed to probe local RNA dynamics and structural transitions
associated with the DIS dimer formation and its NCp7 chaperoned structural conversion. These
methods take advantage of the exquisite sensitivity of the quantum yield of the fluorescent nucleotide
base analog, 2-aminopurine (2-AP), to its immediate structural and dynamic environment. The 2-AP
fluorescence methods described allow a detailed kinetic and thermodynamic examination of this type
of RNA-RNA interaction, as well as an analysis of the molecular mechanism of NCp7 chaperone
activity.
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Introduction
Fluorescent nucleotide analogs have found widespread utility as probes for detecting the
folding, structural dynamics and molecular interactions of nucleic acids (1,2). The sensitivity
of the quantum yield (ΦF) of 2-aminopurine (2-AP) to its local environment (3), as well as its
commercial availability as a phosphoramidite, has made this nucleotide analog a particularly
popular fluorescent probe for monitoring conformational changes in nucleic acid structure and
dynamics. 2-AP fluorescence is highly quenched when it is stacked with other nucleotide bases,
but can increase as much as 100-fold when fully exposed to solvent. In general, however, the
dynamic range of fluorescence quenching observed for 2-AP when inserted within
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oligonucleotides has been found to be about an order of magnitude smaller due to the fact that
2-AP fluorescence is efficiently quenched in these sequences even in ‘solvent exposed’ regions
of the structure. In this respect, it should be noted that all bases have been found to exhibit
similar extents of static as well as dynamic quenching of 2-AP, while base pairing and hydrogen
bonding are not considered significant modulators of 2-AP fluorescence (4,5). The sensitivity
of 2-AP’s fluorescence quantum yield to its microenvironment allows nucleic acid binding to
be detected through direct contact, as well as indirectly through distal conformational changes
in oligonucleotides that may accompany macromolecular interactions or chemistry. In addition
to its advantage as a highly sensitive fluorescence probe of its local environment, 2-AP has
been found generally to not perturb native RNA and DNA structures and cognate interactions
even when inserted in close proximity to binding interfaces (1,2). This is because 2-AP is
similar in constitution to adenine (6-aminopurine) and can form well stacked base pairs with
either uridine (RNA) or thymine (DNA) in the context of standard A- and B-form helices (Fig.
1a, b).

2-AP fluorescent detected methods have been applied in a number of studies to characterize
RNA dynamics (6-9) and conformational changes associated with RNA folding (10-14),
catalysis (12) and protein and small molecule binding to RNA (15-23). For example, the utility
of 2-AP as a fluorescent probe has been demonstrated in analysis of the interaction of Rev
peptides and small molecule inhibitors with the HIV-1 rev responsive element (RRE) (17,
24), aminoglycoside and Tat peptide binding to the HIV-1 trans activator region (TAR) (19),
small molecule binding to an RNA tetraloop (25), aminoglycoside binding to prokaryotic and
eukaryotic ribosomal RNA sequences (26), and hammerhead ribozyme inhibition (27). In our
laboratory, 2-AP fluorescence detection methods have been developed to probe RNA structural
transitions associated with the HIV-1 dimerization initiation site (DIS) dimer formation and
NCp7 mediated structural conversion of the DIS dimer from a ‘kissing’ to an extended duplex
isoform (28-30). The DIS sequence is located in the 5′ untranslated region (UTR) and forms a
highly conserved 35-nucleotide stem-loop (Fig. 1c), which is primarily responsible for
dimerization of genomic RNA. Its loop contains a palindromic hexanucleotide sequence
flanked by highly conserved 5′ and 3′ purines and can form a homodimer through a loop-loop
‘kissing’ interaction. Furthermore, HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NCp7) catalyzes conversion
of the DIS stem-loop from a kinetic intermediate ‘kissing’ to a more thermodynamically stable
extended duplex mediated dimer linkage in a RNA structural rearrangement suggested to be
associated with maturation of the budded viral particle. Proper packaging of genomic RNA as
a homodimer appears to be functionally relevant to a number of aspects of retroviral replication,
including recombination and reverse transcription, translation of gag, and selective
encapsidation (31-33). Here we describe in detail the 2-AP fluorescence detection methods we
have developed for determining equilibrium and kinetic binding constants of the DIS dimer
formation, for distinguishing thermal melting transitions of the DIS dimer, for characterizing
local structural conformations of unpaired dynamic bases, and for determining in real time,
kinetic rates of NCp7 chaperoned DIS structural maturation.

2. RNA Chemical Synthesis and Sequence Design
2.1 Synthesis of 2-AP labeled and unlabeled DIS stem-loops

RNA oligonucleotides, containing 2-aminopurine 2′-O-methyl riboside and 2-aminopurine
riboside, are typically synthesized at a 1 μM scale on either an Applied Biosystems 390
synthesizer (Perkin-Elmer, Forest City, CA) or a MerMade6 DNA/RNA oligonucleotide
synthesizer (BioAutomation, Plano, TX) using standard TOM-protected phosphoramidite
chemistry. Synthesis is carried out following protocols established by Glen Research (Sterling,
VA) and standard script file settings by BioAutomation. Each phosphoramidite is incorporated
with three consecutive six minute coupling steps using 0.25 M ethylthiotetrazole (ETT) in
acetonitrile employed as the activator. One micromole scale 500 Å standard RNA CPG
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columns are purchased from BioAutomation. Nucleoside phosphoramidites, including 2-
aminopurine riboside, are purchased from Glen Research. Cleavage and deprotection of RNA
oligonucleotides is carried out following standard procedures. Briefly, methylamine (MA)
solution (1 volume 40% aqueous methylamine plus 1 volume of 33% ethanolic methylamine)
is added to the column resin and left overnight at room temperature, or for at least 6 hours at
35 °C. Oligonucleotides are then dried with N2 gas. Removal of the 2′ silyl protecting group
is achieved by adding 1 mL of tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF) and leaving it for 6 hours
at 35 °C or overnight at room temperature. The 2′ deprotection reaction is quenched by addition
of 1ml of ddH2O and the oligonucleotides desalted using an Amicon Centriplus concentrator
(Millipore, Bedford, MA).

Unlabeled RNA oligonucleotides are prepared by in vitro T7 polymerase run-off transcription
with synthetic DNA templates according to the method of Milligan and Uhlenbeck (34,35).
All RNA oligonucleotides are purified using preparative-scale denaturing polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (PAGE), recovered by electrophoretic elution using an Elutrap eluter (Scheiler
& Schuell, Keene, NH) and then desalted and exchanged into standard buffer using an Amicon
Centriplus concentrator. If necessary, further buffer exchange is carried out using a Pierce
Microdialysis system (Pierce Instruments, Rockford, IL). Standard buffer conditions for all
experiments are 1 mM sodium cacodylate [pH=6.5] and 25 mM NaCl. Sodium cacodylate,
which is a temperature insensitive pH buffer, was used in all experiments since it allows
Mg+2 to be added to the solutions without causing precipitation, as might be observed with
phosphate buffers. All RNA oligonucleotides are stored in aliquots at −20 °C and were ‘snap
cooled’ prior to use in each experimental series by first heating the RNA containing buffer
solution to 90 °C for 2 minutes and then quickly cooling the samples on dry ice. RNA
concentrations are determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm using extinction
coefficients determined by the web based program, OligoAnalyzer (IDT, Coralville, IA),
http://www.idtdna.com/analyzer/Applications/OligoAnalyzer/. NCp7 protein is expressed in
E. coli and purified as previously described (36).

2.2 Altering the DIS stem-loop to create heterodimeric complexes
The DIS loop contains a self associating palindromic sequence (Fig. 1c), which is found most
often to be either GUGCAC (subtype A) or GCGCGC (subtype B) (37). Since the native DIS
stem-loops form dimers to various extents and affinities depending on RNA concentrations
and experimental conditions, heterodimeric forming DIS stem-loops were first designed to
allow a finer control over the monomer versus dimer state of the DIS stem-loops, and thereby
facilitate quantitative analysis of the binding reactions. To eliminate the propensity of the wild-
type DIS stem-loops to form homodimers and instead direct formation of a heterodimeric
complex, two unique DIS stem-loops (Fig. 2) have been designed through point mutations in
the palindromic sequence [U275 to A275 and A278 to G278 to form the DIS(GA) stem-loop
and U275 to C275 and A278 to U278 to form the complementary DIS(UC) stem-loop]. These
sequences form heterocomplexes through complementary hexamer loop sequences; while,
homodimers are energetically disfavored due to the mismatches created in the homodimeric
loop-loop interactions. Experiments with the modified DIS stem-loops show that they exhibit
wild-type ‘kissing’ dimer properties, while predominately forming hetero- rather than
homodimer complexes (28,29) In addition to creating matched heterodimeric DIS stem-loop
pairs, both truncated DIS(24) constructs which lack the DIS stem bulge and full length DIS
stem-loop DIS(35) constructs, this approach has also been used to alter DIS loop sequences to
create heterodimeric versions of larger fragments of the HIV-1 genomic RNA, including the
packaging sequence element and the full 5′-UTR (30).
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2.3 Designing 2-AP labeled DIS stem-loops to distinguish the DIS dimer isoforms
Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) or gel filtration is typically used to visualize
nucleic acid complexes and in the case of the DIS dimerization can be used to readily
distinguish monomer from dimer states. However, since the DIS dimer isoforms share similar
conformations and are the same molecular weight, these two dimers can not be readily
distinguished using these standard methods which differentiate macromolecules and
macromolecular complexes based on size and/or molecular shape. The two dimer isoforms can
be distinguished based on differences in the Mg+2 dependence on native gel stability of the
DIS ‘kissing’ and extended duplex dimers (38). While both ‘kissing’ and extended duplex
dimers are observed as stable complexes on native gels that contain Mg+2 in the gel buffers,
only the extended duplex is observed as a stable complex on native gels run without Mg+2. In
practice, however, the use of native gels to distinguish dimer isoforms is limiting in that binding
or NCp7 chaperone experiments either must be carried out in buffers that do not contain
Mg+2, or other divalent cations, or after the reaction is complete, the Mg+2 must be removed
from the buffer solution before the dimer state can be assessed.

To address the technical challenge of distinguishing the DIS dimer states and allow real time
detection of RNA-RNA equilibrium binding, DIS stem-loops have been designed with 2-AP
inserted into single positions in the sequence to provide unambiguous fluorescence probes for
the formation of each of the two structural conformations of the DIS dimer in solution: ‘kissing’
versus extended duplex dimers. Distinguishing these two states fluorescently also enables the
analysis of the structural rearrangement of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer catalyzed by the HIV-1
NCp7 protein. Two constructs were synthesized (Fig. 2), each with a single 2-AP inserted at
a specific position in the DIS24(GA) stem-loop: one construct with 2-AP substituted in the
loop at position 12, DIS24(GA)-12ap, and a second with 2-AP inserted as a single bulged
nucleotide in the stem at position 4, DIS24(GA)-4ap. The single 2-AP residues inserted into
either the loop or the stem bulge in the DIS hairpin were found to be useful probes, respectively,
of loop-loop helix formation in the ‘kissing’ interaction and stem strand exchange in the NCp7
mediated conversion. In both positions, 2-AP provided a high fluorescent signal that could be
readily monitored in quenching experiments. It should be noted that for the detection of the
strand exchange reaction, alternative approaches of placing 2-AP inside larger bulges (2 - 3
nts) or at the termini of the RNA did not allow for easy distinction between the unpaired and
paired states associated with the strand exchange reaction since both states were found to be
highly quenched. Two unlabeled DIS(UC) constructs, with hexanucleotide loop sequences
complementary to the DIS24(GA) stem-loops, have also been designed: one construct with a
stem sequence complementary to DIS24(GA)-4ap, that can specifically probe the DIS
structural conversion of DIS24(UC), and a second construct with an exchanged stem sequence
that is capable of forming only the ‘kissing’ dimer DIS23(HxUC). For the latter construct, the
extended duplex form of the DIS dimer is made energetically disfavored due to multiple
mismatches in each of the exchanged stem helices.

2.4 Incorporation of 2-AP labeled DIS stem-loops into larger HIV-1 genome sequences
To extend the application of fluorescent nucleotide base analog probes to studies of larger RNA
sequences derived from the 5′ leader sequence of HIV-1, T4 RNA ligase can be employed to
couple chemically synthesized, sequence fragments containing 2-AP bases, with unmodified
RNA sequences to produce large RNA oligonucleotides that are site-specifically labeled with
the fluorescent base analog. Using reaction conditions optimized for the joining of single
stranded RNAs, T4 RNA ligase can be used to generate larger 5′ leader sequences of HIV-1
that contain single site 2-AP labeled DIS stem-loops and these chemical-biosynthesis hybrid
methods have been described (30,39,40).
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3. 2-AP Fluorescence detection methods for probing RNA structural
transitions
3.1. Detection of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer formation and determining equilibrium KDs

Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra of the AP-containing RNA oligonucleotide samples
(100 nM) are measured on a SPEX Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer (Instruments SA, Edison,
NJ) using a 3 mm square cuvette in 150 μL of standard buffer solution with 5 mM MgCl2.
Temperature is regulated by a circulating water bath and is typically set between 10 °C and 40
°C. Emission spectra are recorded over the wavelength range of 330 to 450 nm with an
excitation wavelength of 310 nm and a spectral band pass of 5 nm. In each set of experiments,
the fluorescence spectrum of a 150 μL solution of buffer without RNA or protein is first
recorded. This spectral blank, in which the strong Raman scatter is observed, is subtracted from
all subsequent spectra acquired in an experimental dataset. Using the designed DIS constructs
with 2-AP inserted within the complementary loop sequences, the equilibrium binding constant
(KD) for the DIS loop-loop ‘kissing’ dimer formation is determined by following the decrease
in fluorescence at 371 nm as a fixed concentration of the fluorescent DIS(GA) is titrated with
increasing amounts of DIS(HxUC) complement (Fig. 3). In a typical titration experiment, a 10
μM stock solution of the titrated DIS(HxUC) RNA is used which allows addition of aliquots
of < 2 μl for each point in the binding curve. After addition of the DIS(HxUC) RNA to the
cuvette, the solution is mixed thoroughly using a transfer pipette before acquiring the
fluorescence spectrum. In the course of a titration, the increase in the total volume is normally
kept to less than 10% and the observed fluorescence intensities are corrected to account for
this minor dilution effect before fitting.

In titrations with DIS stem-loop containing a 2-AP within the complementary loop sequence,
the direction and magnitude of the fluorescence change is consistent with 2-AP•U base pairing
and stacking that would accompany the formation of the loop-loop helix in the DIS ‘kissing’
dimer. The RNA-RNA binding interaction in these experiments can be fit using a single site
equilibrium binding equation using the graphing program Grafit (Erithacus, Surrey, UK). For
example, single site binding of DIS(HxUC) to 2-AP labeled DIS (GA) can be fit using equation
1 as follows,

(1)

where Fo and Ff are the initial and final fluorescence intensities, respectively, [DIS(GA)]tot is
the total DIS(GA) concentration, and [DIS(UC)]tot is the total concentration of DIS(HxUC).

In the equilibrium binding experiments, the 2-AP labeled DIS(GA) concentration is normally
varied from 25 to 200 nM, to obtain an average KD value. Using this approach, the stability of
the DIS stem-loop ‘kissing’ dimer in the presence of different cations and buffering conditions
can readily be measured and compared. For example, a concentration of 0.5 - 5 mM Mg+2 is
found to stabilize the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer resulting in a kinetically trapped complex. In contrast,
stable ‘kissing’ dimer formation was found to require monovalent cations, such as Na+, at
concentrations of > 200 mM under standard buffer conditions.

3.2. Fluorescence detection methods for measuring the DIS stem-loop on- and off-rate
kinetics

Using the same approach of incorporating a 2-AP probe into the complementary sequence of
the DIS loop, the dissociation kinetics of the DIS loop-loop ‘kissing’ dimer can be directly
measured in solution by following the increase in fluorescence of 2-AP labeled DIS(GA) over
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time as the DIS(GA)•DIS(HxUC) complex dissociates. This reaction is carried out using DIS
‘kissing’ dimer concentrations of 100 nM, in standard buffer solution with either NaCl (> 200
mM) or MgCl2 (0.5 - 5.0 mM) added to form stable ‘kissing’ dimers and made irreversible by
trapping the free DIS(HxUC) with a 20-fold excess of unlabeled DIS24(GA). The time course
of the dissociation of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer is fit using the first order rate equation 2:

(2)

where F1 and k1 are the amplitude and observed off-rate, respectively, for the complex and
C is a constant offset. Similarly, the kinetics of the DIS dimer association can be followed
using pseudo-first order conditions, where DIS(HxUC) is present at concentrations of 20-fold
greater than the 2-AP labeled DIS(GA). As with the dissociation kinetics experiment, a 2-AP
labeled DIS(GA) concentration of 100 nM is typically used. The time course of the quenching
of 2-AP fluorescence (Ft) as a result of loop-loop complex formation was fit using the first
order rate equation 3,

(3)

where F1 and k1 are the amplitude and apparent on-rate, respectively, for the complex and C
is a constant offset. The ratio of association to dissociation kinetic rate constants can be used
to calculate the equilibrium KD and used to confirm the value derived from the fit of the
equilibrium binding experiments.

3.3 Fluorescence detection methods for dissecting thermal unfolding transitions of the DIS
‘kissing’ dimer

Thermal denaturation of RNA structures are normally detected globally by monitoring the
increase at 260 nm in the hyperchromicity of bases as an oligonucleotide unfolds (41). In
complex RNA structures with more than one thermal melting transition (TM), the UV-detected
thermal melting approach does not allow these transitions to be readily assigned. In principle,
melting transitions can be assigned to bimolecular interactions by examining the concentration
dependence of the transition, since melting transitions associated with bimolecular interactions
are expected to show an increased TM at higher RNA concentrations. As an alternative to the
UV-absorbance based detection of the thermal melting of the DIS RNA (38,42-44) , changes
in fluorescence of site specifically incorporated 2-AP probes, which are almost exclusively
sensitive to local structural changes, can provide assignment of the melting transitions to the
substructural elements within the RNA fold: e.g. 2-AP can be inserted within the sequence to
detect the melting of individual helices in a multi-helical structure or the unfolding/unstacking
of specific junction or bulge nucleotides which may precede the overall melting of the RNA
structure (10).

As an example (Fig. 4), the melting of the loop-loop helix in the DIS dimer can be selectively
monitored through changes in fluorescence of a 2-AP probe inserted within the complementary
loop. In this example, the change in 2-AP fluorescence intensity was measured as a function
of temperature for the 2-AP labeled DIS(GA) stem-loop (2-AP inserted into the complementary
loop sequence) (Fig. 4b) and for the same DIS stem-loop in complex with its DIS(UC)
complement to form a ‘kissing’ dimer complex (Fig. 4c). In practice, thermal melts of the 2-
AP labeled RNA are carried out in 1 cm path length cuvettes. All buffers and samples were
degassed prior to thermal melting. Cuvettes were equilibrated at 15 °C for 15 minutes before
initiation of a 1.0 °C/min temperature gradient to 90 °C. 2-AP fluorescence at 371 nm was
monitored at 1.0 °C intervals using a FluoroMax2 fluorometer equipped with a programmable
thermal water bath. Fluorescence spectra acquired at each point in the thermal denaturation
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curve are subtracted from the blank buffer spectrum. Using this series of experiments, the
temperature dependence of 2-AP emission intensity in the ‘kissing’ dimer melting curve is
normalized using the melting curve of the individual DIS stem-loop by taking the ratio of the
intensity at each point in the melting curves (Fig. 4d). This approach allows the fluorescence
changes resulting from the loop-loop thermal denaturation to be distinguished from thermal
effects on fluorescence that result from the melting of the DIS stem-loop. The apparent melting
temperature of the RNA loop-loop substructure transitions can then be estimated from a
derivative plot of the normalized fluorescence intensities (Fig. 4e). In the example case shown
for the 2-AP detected loop-loop thermal melting two transitions are observed in the derivative
plot, one at ~ 28 °C and the second at 48 °C, with the observed lower temperature transitions
suggesting a minor structural change in the loop-loop structure that precedes the dimer to
monomer transition.

3.4 Fluorescence detection methods for probing local RNA structure and dynamics
In regions of RNA structure, like the highly conserved purine nucleotides on the 5′ and 3′ ends
of the DIS loop, where structure is observed to exhibit temperature, metal and or pH
dependence, insertion of 2-AP at these sites can provide a rapid probe to monitor local base
stacking and dynamics. In the case of the DIS dimer, probing the dynamics and stacking of
these purine nucleotides is of particular interest since the rate of NCp7 catalyzed maturation
of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer has been observed to directly correlate with a proton-coupled
conformational dynamics localized around these bases (28). Monitoring the fluorescence of 2-
AP bases that have been inserted into first or second position of the DIS loop in response to
‘kissing’ dimer formation and small molecule interactions (45) under various metal and buffer
conditions, provides an approach to probing the structural role these bases play in stabilizing
the ‘kissing’ dimer and facilitating NCp7 conversion. It should be noted that before using these
constructs as probes of structure, these 2-AP labeled DIS stem-loops must be first tested to
assess whether they maintain wild-type RNA binding properties and NCp7 interactions.

As an example, Fig. 5a and b shows the fluorescence response to ‘kissing’ dimer formation of
2-AP at the first (272) and second (273) position on the 5′ end of the DIS loop in the presence
of 0.5 mM Mg+2. For each position, an increase is observed in the fluorescence emission
spectrum which suggests that both bases become more unstacked in the complex when
compared to the conformation found in the stem-loop. The increase in fluorescence intensity,
however, is much more profound for the 2-AP inserted at the second position of the loop,
showing the exquisite sensitivity of 2-AP to the substituted nucleotide position in the structure.
In this respect, it is important to note that the NMR (46-48) and X-ray structures (49) have
reported different stacked conformations for these bases. In the solution state structures, the
bulge nucleotides are reported to be stacked into the helix, while in the crystal the same bases
are found to bulge out from the helix. Considering the previous reported conformations for
these bases, the changes in the fluorescence emission observed for 2-AP in these positions of
the DIS loop suggest that the bases are in a dynamic exchange.

In this respect, to further assess the environments of the 2-AP bases placed within the bulge of
DIS, acrylamide quenching analysis (10,50) can be performed to assess the solvent accessibility
of the 2-AP residues in these structures. As an example of acrylamide quenching data, the
measured ratio F0/Fi as a function of the concentration of acrylamide of two constructs with
2-AP inserted at either first of second position in the DIS loop together and two control
sequences (one in which 2-AP is in a known bulged position and one where it is well stacked
in a helix) is shown in Fig. 5c. In these plots, F0 and Fi represent the fluorescence emission
intensities in the presence and absence of quenching agent. For the titration, 1 M acrylamide
stocks were made in standard buffers. The titration stock was added and manually mixed with
a transfer pipette before the fluorescence emission at 371 nm was read. The RNA concentration
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was 100 nM. The plotted ratios of F0/ Fi versus acrylamide concentration can be fit using the
standard Stern-Volmer equation (4):

(4)

where F0 is the steady state fluorescence in the absence of acrylamide, Fi is the fluorescence
of the sample in the presence of acrylamide at a concentration [Q] and the slope of the line (K)
is the Stern-Volmer constant describing the average sensitivity of the fluorophore to
acrylamide. The measured slopes (K) of these Stern-Volmer plots are proportional to the
accessibility of the quenching agent to the 2-AP base, as well as the lifetime of the 2-AP excited
states. By comparison with the control samples, the relative accessibility of 2-AP inserted at
both first and second positions of the DIS loop to quencher can be estimated (Fig. 5d). While
these examples of acrylamide quenching could be fit with the simple Stern-Volmer equation,
in certain cases where non-linearity is observed in the Stern-Volmer plot (51), the data can be
fit assuming a two state modification to the fitting equation, where only fraction of the 2-AP
population is considered to be accessible to solvent.

3.5 Fluorescence methods for measuring NCp7 chaperoned DIS dimer maturation
The 2-AP fluorescence detection method for measuring NCp7 chaperone activity was designed
to measure the time dependent fluorescence quenching of the 2-AP reported in the DIS24
(GA)-4ap stem-loop after addition of NCp7 to the DIS ‘kissing’ complexes preformed between
the DIS24(GA)-4ap and complementary DIS24(UC) stem-loops. As described above, the
DIS24(UC) stem-loop contains a single stem bulge uridine that can form a 2-AP•U base pair
in the mature duplex dimer with the 2-AP base from DIS24(GA)-4ap. Thus, the environment
of the reporter 2-AP is expected to change from a bulged, highly fluorescent state in the
‘kissing’ dimer to a stacked, quenched state in the mature dimer, assuming that the stem strands
are exchanged during the reaction. For typical experiments, the NCp7 catalyzed structural
conversion of the DIS dimer is measured at 25 °C using a SPEX Fluoromax-3
spectrofluorometer by following the decrease in fluorescence emission at 371 nm as the
‘kissing’ dimer linkage is converted to the extended duplex conformation. In these experiments,
the ‘kissing’ dimer complex is first formed in standard buffer solution at pH 6.5 in the presence
of 5 mM MgCl2 and equilibrated for approximately 15 minutes. NCp7 protein is then added
to the cuvette and mixed manually with a transfer pipette, then rapidly inserted into the
spectrofluorometer for the 2-AP fluorescence measurements. The rates of NCp7 conversion
are typically slow enough (seconds to minutes), to allow manual mixing and insertion of the
cuvette into the fluorometer. In practice, a rapid mixing kinetics device could be used to detect
faster time scales and reduce the dead time of the manual experiments, which is typically a few
seconds. The concentration of the ‘kissing’ complex in each case is normally between 100 and
200 nM and NCp7 protein is added in approximate stoichiometric ratios of slightly greater than
2 NCp7 per ‘kissing’ RNA stem-loop dimer. For larger RNA constructs, the required
concentration for NCp7 activity is determined empirically, but usually is added in a ratio of ~
1 NCp7 per seven nucleotides of RNA sequence.

As shown as an example in Fig. 6, a time-dependent decrease in 2-AP fluorescence emission
is observed in this experiment which can be fit to determine the kinetic rates of chaperone
activity of NCp7 protein. As with the 2-AP quenching assay for detecting the kissing
interaction, the direction and magnitude of the observed fluorescence change indicates 2-AP
base pairing and stacking that would accompany exchange of the stem strands during the
conversion process. To confirm that the change in fluorescence observed in the experiment is
due to DIS structural conversion and exchange of stem strands, the fluorescence response of
NCp7 addition to a ‘kissing’ complex formed between DIS24(GA)-4ap and DIS23(HxUC),
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which contains a mismatched stem sequence incapable of forming proper Watson-Crick base
pairs in the mature duplex dimer, is measured. In this case, only a static change in the
fluorescence of the 2-AP probe would be expected if there was a slight change in fluorescence
due to protein binding. A time-dependent change would however, not result. In this respect,
changes in the addition of Mg+2 directly to the individual DIS24(GA)-4ap stem-loop must also
be considered. As with NCp7, only slight static increase in the 2-AP fluorescence emission
would be expected if the 2-AP probe was minimally influenced by binding of Mg+2 to the
RNA.

In most cases, the time course of the conversion of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer is best fit using the
double exponential equation,

(5)

where kconv is the observed isomerization rate for conversion of the DIS ‘kissing’ to extended
mature duplex dimer and a second slower, lower amplitude rate, karr, is attributed to the rate
of rearrangement of the 2-AP probe subsequent to its stacking in the duplex conformation.

4. Limitations and alternatives to 2-AP Fluorescence detection Approaches
While 2-AP has many advantages as a fluorescent probe of nucleic acid interactions, which
include being almost exclusively sensitive to only local environmental changes, facile insertion
within the oligonucleotide sequences and limited perturbations to the native structure, this
fluorescent base analog does present a few limitations in its application. One limitation is the
relative sensitivity of the fluorescence of the 2-AP base when compared to more conventional
fluorescence dyes, which have also been used to detect structural changes in nucleic acids and
have enabled detection down to the level of single molecules (52). Due to the limits in
sensitivity, the 2-AP fluorescence detection approaches described here are not readily
adaptable to fluorescent plate reader formats. Additionally, while the red shifted absorption
spectrum of 2-AP allows differential excitation in the presence of nucleic acids and proteins
(without interference for example from intrinsic protein tryptophan fluorescence), use of 2-AP
assays to screen for small molecule interactions can sometimes be complicated by the
overlapping background absorption and fluorescence of the small molecules, particular for
molecules that contain aromatic moieties. In this respect, fluorescence quenching experiments
are considered less robust for detection of small molecule binders/inhibitors when compared
to those detection schemes that are based on a fluorescence burst response. In all cases,
however, the possibility for artifact quenching of the fluorescence reporter has to be considered.
As an alternative to the 2-AP fluorescence detection of RNA structural rearrangements,
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) or molecular beacon (53) style RNA stem–
loops provide potentially more useful approaches for the detection of the structural transition
associated with conversion from kissing to duplex dimer (44) as well as the interaction of small
molecule antagonists. These fluorescence detection schemes are more easily adapted to high-
throughput screening formats. An example of the use of a Cy3/Dabcyl molecular beacon
version of the DIS(AG) stem-loop to detect the NCp7 chaperoned conversion reaction is shown
in Fig. 7. In this experiment, the fluorescence of Cy3 is found to increase in a time dependent
fashion after addition of NCp7 as would be expected as the stem strands exchange and the Cy3
and Dabcyl are separated to opposite ends of the extended duplex dimer. Unlike 2-AP, however,
these dyes appear more prone to direct quenching by NCp7, which can complicate the
interpretation and analysis of the data.
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5. Summary
The application of 2-AP fluorescence methods to monitor local structure and dynamics in
nucleic acids provides significant advantages in parsing the analysis of structural transitions
and local dynamics that may be associated with RNA folding. In particular, the sensitivity of
2-AP primarily to its local environment reduces or eliminates the complication of globally
merged signals measured in other spectroscopic methods, like UV/Vis spectroscopy. The 2-
AP fluorescence methods described here for the detection of structural changes are generally
applicable to studies of other analogous RNA structural interactions and folding. In addition,
as other fluorescent base analogs become commercially available in phosphoramidite form,
like pyrrolo-cytosine (54), similar fluorescence methods for RNA structure and dynamics
analyses can be designed that take advantages of the unique photophysical properties of these
bases.
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Fig. 1.
The fluorescent nucleotide base analog 2-aminopurine (2-AP) is a generally non-perturbing
substitution within nucleic acid sequences owing to its close structural similarity to adenosine
and its ability to form well stacked, wobble pairs with uracil or thymidine. (A) Structure and
base pairing of 2-AP with Uracil (2-AP:U). (B) Standard Watson Crick pairing of adenosine
with uracil (A:U). (C) Secondary structure rendering of the 5′-leader sequence of the HIV-1
genomic RNA, with the DIS stem-loop boxed. The RNA sequence and secondary structure of
the DIS stem-loop found in the HIV-1 subtype-A isolate. Positions in the sequences which
differ for the subtype-B isolate of HIV-1 are indicated by arrows and substituted nucleotides.
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Fig. 2.
RNA sequence and secondary structure of an example set of DIS stem-loop constructs designed
for the fluorescence experiments. In these DIS constructs, mutations have been made in the
hexanucleotide sequence [U275 • A275 and C278 • G278] to form the DIS(GA) stem-loop and
U275 • C275 and C278 • U278 to form the complementary DIS(UC) stem-loop] to eliminate
the palindrome and promote heterodimer formation. Nucleotide positions in the DIS(GA) stem-
loop that were substituted with the fluorescent probe 2-AP are circled. (A) The exchanged stem
helix of DIS23(HxUC) is shadowed and disfavors conversion of the ‘kissing’ dimer to an
extended duplex owing to the mispairing which result in this designed system. Using these
constructs, the ‘kissing’ interaction is measured as a function of the quenching of the 2-AP
probe in the DIS loop. (B) Schematic of the intermolecular base pair interactions of the DIS24
(GA)-4ap with DIS24(UC) construct which form the basis for the DIS loop-loop ‘kissing’
complex structural conversion to an extended duplex dimer. Using these constructs, the
structural conversion to an extended duplex dimer is measured as a function of the quenching
of the 2-AP probe that results from base pairing and stacking during the stem strand exchanges.
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Fig. 3.
(A) Incorporation of a 2-AP, indicated schematically by an asterisk in the loop sequence of the
DIS, allows the ‘kissing’ interaction to be quantified as a function of quenching of the
fluorescence of the 2-AP base as it forms a stacked, base pair in the ‘kissing’ dimer loop-loop
helix. (B) An example of the observed fluorescence changes accompanying titration of 100
nM DIS24(GA)-12ap with increasing concentrations of DIS23(HxUC) in standard buffer with
5 mM MgCl2 at 25 °C. Emission spectra are plotted from 330 to 450 nm. (C) Representative
fitted plot of the fluorescence decrease at 371 nm as a function of total DIS35(UC)
concentration for a titration using 100 nM DIS35(AG)-19ap. The solid curve is fit (KD = 2.2
± 0.5 nM) using a single site equilibrium binding equation (1).
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Fig. 4.
(A) Schematic for a simple two step thermal denaturation of the DIS ‘kissing’ dimer:
dissociation of the loop-loop helix into individual RNA stem-loops followed by the unfolding
of the stem-loops to single strands. An example of a 2-AP detected thermal denaturation of the
RNA ‘kissing’ dimer, in which the 2-AP probe is placed within the loop to detect unfolding
of the loop-loop helix. The blank corrected fluorescence of the DIS24(GA)-12ap stem-loop
and the ‘kissing’ complex formed by DIS(24)-12ap and DIS23(HxUC) are shown in (B) and
(C), respectively. Both fluorescence detection denaturation curves were acquired using
standard buffer with 0.5 mM MgCl2 added. (D) A plot of the normalized fluorescence intensity
values for the ‘kissing’ loop-loop denaturation obtained by taking the ratio of the fluorescence
observed for the ‘kissing’ dimer denaturation and the individual DIS stem-loop at each
temperature point. (E) Derivative plot of the normalized fluorescence as a function of
temperature used to determine the melting temperature (Tm) for the loop-loop helix. Two
thermal melting transitions can be extracted from the derivative plot, one at ~ 28 °C and a
second at ~ 48 °C.
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Fig. 5.
Observed changes in the fluorescence spectral intensity of the DIS stem-loop with a 2-AP label
at position 1 (A) or position 2 (B) in the loop in response to addition of 1:1 stoichiometric
amount of the DIS complement and then the addition of 0.5 mM MgCl2. Emission spectra are
plotted from 330 to 450 nm. (C) An example of an acrylamide quenching titration assay aimed
at determining the accessibility of the unpaired purines in the loop of the DIS ‘kissing’ RNA
complex. The relative fluorescence with respect to increasing acrylamide concentration for a
DIS ‘kissing’ RNA dimers with 2-AP at position 1 (blue circles) and position 2 (green
diamonds) of the loop are plotted with similar titrations shown for two control structures, one
in which the 2-AP is in a bulged position (blue squares) and a second (red triangles) where 2-
AP is base paired within a helix. (D) Slopes of the Stern–Volmer plots for each 2-AP labeled
RNA relative to that of the (AG)-4ap bulged position. The relative sensitivity to the quench
(K/Kbulge) of the 2-AP position within the DIS dimer is defined as the slope for the indicated
2-AP position (K) divided by the slope measured for the (AG)-4ap bulged position (Kbulge).
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Fig. 6.
(A) Schematic of the structural conversion of the DIS24(GA)-ap4•DIS23(UC) from a ‘kissing’
to extended duplex conformation. The location of the 2-AP probe on the DIS stem-loop is
indicated by an asterisk. (B) An example of the 2-AP detected maturation of the [DIS24(GA)-
ap4]•[DIS24(UC)] ‘kissing’ complex monitored as a function of quenching of 2-AP
fluorescence emission after addition of NCp7 at pH 6.5 for wild-type NCp7 protein. Structural
isomerization rates (kconv, karr) can be fit from these data using a double exponential rate
equation and comparison of the rates can be used to dissect the relative importance of different
amino acids as well as structural elements in NCp7’s chaperone activity.
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Fig. 7.
(A) Schematic of the structural conversion of the DIS35(AG)-Cy3.Dabcyl• DIS35(UC) from
a ‘kissing’ to extended duplex conformation. The Cy3 dye is covalently attached to the 5′ end
of the strand and the Dabcyl quencher to the 3′ end via phosphoramidite linkages. (B) An
example of the molecular beacon detected maturation of the DIS35(AG)-Cy3.Dabcyl•DIS35
(UC) ‘kissing’ complex monitored as a function of a burst of fluorescence emission after
addition of NCp7 at pH 6.5 for wild-type NCp7 protein. The sequence of the DIS35(AG)-
Cy3.Dabcyl is shown inside the plot. As with the 2-AP detected methods, the rates of NCp7
chaperone activity can be fit from these data using either single, or double exponential rate
equation.
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